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Stop right there criminal scum copypasta

This is an /v/related article that we tolerate because it is relevant and/or popular on /tg/... or we just can't be bothered to remove it. STOP RIGHT THERE, CRIMINAL SCUM! And its follow-up; YOU BROKE THE LAW! PAY A FINE TO THE COURT OR SERVE YOUR SENTENCE! YOUR STOLEN
GOODS ARE NOW FORFEIT! is the line used by NPC guards in TES IV: Oblivion. THE guards of NPC Oblivion are in constant telepathic communication with each other, and every guard in the ground is immediately aware and alert to the player, if even one guard notices him doing something illegal. In
addition, they often go to strange lengths to hunt down the perpetrator, spontaneously appearing in odd places such as locked cellars or mehrunes Dagon oblivion planes in order to dispense justice. Trying to fight any of them is useless, as a real horde of guardsmen will come out of thin air to kill you.
Given the shit level of oblivion scaling mechanics (guards ten levels above you), you'll probably be raped harder than the squad of Imperial Guards goes against the Khornate Chaos Lord. Truly, Orphan must have been the most legitimate of all worlds. Truly, Uriel Septim VII was a good emperor. The
phrase itself is used to refer to a strong focus on law and justice, and can be used in any of your daily discussions dealing with a legitimate society or organization. This line is unfortunately not stored in for continuation; Skyrim, instead we have half assed: BY ORDER OF THE JARL! STOP RIGHT HERE!
You have committed crimes against Skyrim and its people, what do you say in your defense? Back in Morrowind, we had Coordinators instead of guards who growled We look at you, scum in their stunning shitty, gasping apart cum accents. Before that, in Daggerfall, there was an endless chorus of
HALT!, repeated by guards as a mantra when you made a crime. So the first game has no security-related memes. External links (edited) STOP REALLY, YOUTUBE GOOD TO PAY THE FREE OR TAKE TO THE DAY! Gallery edit What one guard knows, all GUARDS know. STOP RIGHT THERE- OH
MY GOD! Good luck trying to nick the change from that. He heard you unpack your baggy pants. The Imperial Guards hive knew no remorse. ArrestStop right here, criminal scumbag! No one breaks the law on my watch! I'm confiscating your stolen goods. Now pay the fine or put him in jail. Stop! You
broke the law. Pay a fine to the court or serve the sentence. Your stolen items are now confiscated. It's over, lawbreaker! Your fun is over. I'll take all the stolen stuff you have. The next step for you is to pay the fine, or I'll drag you away! Looks like you're in trouble. Since we're friends, don't worry. I am
Look the other way and take care of that fine for you. (Dispositions above 90, reward less than 1000)Stop, criminal! I've heard of you. Your criminal exploits are well known. Known. fine or serving a sentence. Your stolen things are forfeit. (Shame above 100) Not enough goldStop! You broke the law. Since
you do not have the means to pay for the trial, you must serve your sentence. Your stolen items are now confiscated. Well, what do we have here? Caught in the act and there is no gold to pay the fine? I'm confiscating your stolen goods. Now he's gone to jail with you! Breaking the law on my watch, right?
I'm confiscating your stolen goods. Oh, and there's no gold to pay the fine, hmm? It's up to the lock then! Go to jail, you're rotting, criminal scumbag. (If the location is under 50)Serve your time peacefully, and pay your debt to society . (Disposition above 50) Resistance to arrestTo you pay with your blood!
I'll make a captain for that! (If the player is disguised as Grey Fox) Fight you had to pay a fine! Man down! Man down! (When the guy guard was killed) it's Gray Fox! You're under arrest! (Only if a player wears a Grey Kaul) Violation of the Cause is a violation of the law! Guards! I'm putting you under
arrest! Stealing I saw it, criminal scum! Stay where you are, thief! Throw it, you sticky-palm little worm! Attack You're there, stop! Pay the gold. Here's the procedure. We're going to the castle. First, we search you, confiscate all the stolen items. Then you pay the fine and we let you go. (Disposition below
50) Here's the procedure. We're going to the castle. First, we search you, confiscate all the stolen items. Then you pay the fine and we let you go. (Disposition above 50) Stop Right There, Criminal Scum is a memorable quote uttered by the Imperial Guard in the 2006 video game Elder Scrolls IV: Oblvion.
The guard's various statements inspired a number of different memes, including Then Pay Your Blood and Stop You Broke the Law. Online, people use phrases to express problems with the behavior of another. Thus, this phrase is often used on sites such as LawlForKids.com. In addition, there is some
evidence that the phrase is used as an interruption type of meme. Origin On was released in the United States on March 20, 2006, in the United States. In the game, Imperial Guard interacts with the player, providing different lines of dialogue when the player makes a violation of the laws in the game (clip
below). On March 18, 2007, YouTuber Alex Cottrell posted a video of The Imperial Guard Song, which remixed moments from the game that related to the guard. The post has received more than 3 million views since November 2019. The following year, on March 27, 2008, YouTuber Spas Man shared a
super-res of moments from the game. The post has received more than 1.6 million views in less than 12 years (see below, right). Other lines of dialogue uttered by the guard were also meme'd. For example, on December 23, 2010, Urban Dictionary user Emporer Septim defined the line Stop! broke the
law! They wrote: DO SUD FINE OR OAT! The post received more than 725 votes in less than a decade (see below). The following year, YouTuber hankmecrankme shared a video of the row Then Pay Your Blood. The post has received more than 40,000 views in less than 10 years (see below, left). This
phrase has also been the subject of various macros of the image reaction. On December 18, 2018, Tumblr user danishbuttercookies posted a distorted variation of the image macro in response to a message about the ban on adult content from Tumblr. The post received more than 51,000 notes in less
than one year (see below, center). Lines have been added to various contexts outside of the game as well. For example, on January 17, 2019, Redditor AlpacaPunch999 used lines in Raimiposting with moments from Sam Raimi's Spider-Man (see below, right). Various examples of Finding Interest After
Go to I used to be an adventurer like you. But then I got addicted to TvTropes.STOP BEFORE, TROPER! Take a look at these memes by The Elder Scrolls and see if you know any of them. Please add entries in the following format: The name of a video game or company. Meme. (Label:Explanation)
Explanation of the meme if necessary. (/labelnot) Explanation like this. Further mutations and successor memes, if any. Recurring: Stay Silent The explanation of the Dark Brotherhood quests in Oblivion and Skyrim often give you the opportunity to say nothing in response to the NPC dialogue. The
NSPCC will respond accordingly. Hajit has a des if you have a coin. Explanation standard stock line sellers Hajit. Usually paired with photos of actual felines. Hajit didn't steal anything... Hajit is innocent of this crime. The explanation of the other stock line is usually paired with photos of actual felines in
cages or dragged away. Fishy Sticks Explanation Forum is a joke that refers once in an episode. In principle, it is a tradition to give newcomers an official forum a fish stick in the form of this image◊. Bethesda was surprised by it and threw in various in-game links. C0DA makes it a canon. The explanation
of C0DA, a comic book written by Michael Kirkbride, was about, among other things, the nature of the Elder Scroll canon, in that it is deliberately contradictory and open to the interpretation of the community, especially in the matter of fanfiction. The absurdity of the comic makes many use this phrase as
an answer to shitposts and memes. It just works. Explanation Todd Howard used this phrase during the gameplay to reveal Fallout 4. Fans started using this phrase to refer to how buggy be the last Bethesda games were. Duggerfall:
HALTALTALALTALTALALTALTALTALTALTALTALTALTALTALTALTALTALTALTHALTHALTHALTHALTHALTHALTHALT! Explaining the city guards screaming Halt! While chasing you. The commission of a crime will result in the fact that in many cities haunts you. Morrovind: Game of the Year. All years.
The Explanation Game of the Year edition game was still sold in stores about 10-12 years after it came out, so people ran with it. As of 2018, it has been made back a compatible name at various virtual stores, so it will always be available. YOU'RE N'WAAH! DIRTY S'WIT! DIE, FETCHER! The
explanation offends the native Dunmer's use in combat. They stick out because of the frequency you will hear them along with so that they have made up the curse of the word. Moved to later games. We're looking at you scumbags. Explanation of the Classic Greeting used by Ordinators. Morrovind
Stroot. The explanation is the odd walking animation that has spawned several YouTube videos. There is even a mod for the extravagant Swag shoes, which will play Stayin' Alive when the player's character walks in them. Lusty Argonian Maid Explanation One of the in-game books so bad, is a nice



excerpt from a cheesy pornographic play by resident Chivalrous pervert Crassius Curio. It was so popular with fans that it has been included in every game since then and then received sequels in Skyrim. With the death of this character, the thread of prophecy is broken. Restore the saved game to
restore the weaving fate, or persist in the doomed world you created. Explain the message you get if you kill a character that is important to the plot. Morrovind doesn't have the necessary NPC protection, so you can very easily kill someone you shouldn't have and get this message a lot. Why walk when
you can drive? Explanation is a common catchphrase from the NPC that offer Silt Strider transport. Mornhold. City of Light. City of Magic Explanation Is a Common Winged Phrase from the NPC in Mournhold. Oblivion: Stop! YOU BROKE THE LAW! Pay a fine to the court or serve your sentence! Your
stolen goods have now been confiscated! STOP, CRIMINAL SCUMBAG! No one's breaking the law on my watch! I'll confiscate your stolen stuff, pay a fine, or put him in jail! The explanation of both lines is said by the Imperial Guards when they catch you after you have committed a crime. Bloody
telepathic guards. Explanation When you are caught committing a crime, somehow every security guard in the region immediately knows that you are a criminal after seeing you, even if you run all the way through the map. NINE DIVINES! THERE'S BEEN A MURDER! The explanation is often said
immediately after you kill someone and take about two steps from the corpse. NINE DIVINES! Attack! Attack! Explanations are usually shouted out if a player attacks a friendly NPC. The body is still warm. There is a killer about. Explaining another line that guards say when searching for a dead body,
which they often say right after they kill someone themselves. BY AZURA! BY AZURA! BY AZURA!! HE'S A GREAT CHAMPION! The Line Explanation comes from annoying NPC called Adored Fan who who you're around sometimes and can't be killed. It is also killing adoring fan in unusual ways. I hear
the Fighters Guild is recruiting again. The explanation is basically welcome to Corneria. Players can expect to hear it a lot. I saw a mud crab the other day. Disgusting things, I hate them. Did you avoid it well? Goodbye.Explanation Is a system that generates chatter for the NPC a little eccentric, and often
repeats and throws together the odd conversations. Cheese! FOR ALL! explained one of Sheogorath's lines when you successfully complete the search for it. He's a pretty Mad God (Wait, scratch it! cheese fer no one! It can be just like a feast if you don't like cheese, right?!). Powdered deer penis.
Weebam-Na's explanation lists from the menu of the failed restaurant, finishing the list with Rat ragu with a powdered deer penis. Fans were quick to make the penis part of the meme line. Oblivion NPC Dialogue in a word Explaining Comedy YouTube videos make fun of the aforementioned artificial
atmospheric action by establishing a clumsy dialogue from movies, TV shows and other sources to Oblivion's music. NI-NI-NI-NI-NI-NI-NI Explanation in Shivering Islands DLC you meet a strange Argonan who shouts it, running around in a circle. I don't know you and I don't want to know you! The
explanation in Cheydinhal is that you meet a corrupt security guard who will tell you this. Because of Good Bad Error, he will continue to say this phrase when he is in conversation with the NPC. Skyrim:... Then I took the arrow to my knee. Explanation Guards of large settlements usually say: I was an
adventurer like you, then I took an arrow in the knee. Pretty much. It was used. People are tired of it. FUS RO DAH! Explanation Creek is used to send almost nothing to fly with your voice. Literally means a power balance push. Often used in videos that show someone or something getting tipped over.
For example, this video. Ka... Me... Ha... Me... Ha!!! Explaining the master-level shock spell in the destruction of the tree, Lightning Storm, looks like an electric version on the (semi) trail naming Kamehameha from Dragon Ball. Let me guess, someone stole your reto scroll. Explanation Another quote from
the guards. This is actually a reference to the previous Elder Scrolls games, where the option of creating characters with multiple choices will ask you what you would do if someone stole your scroll. It's a nod to Fallout 3, another Bethesda game in which, at the beginning, a bully tries to steal your
sweetroll. Have you seen those Hammerfell warriors? They have curved swords. Curved. Swords. Explaining these guards to him again. Those at Whiterun will sometimes comment on Alkir's warriors in the city who do carry curved swords, which the guards find fascinating for some reason. Inexplicably,
you can hear this from the guards in other cities where there are no aliki warriors. Don't let yourself be deceived by a beautiful face. You're better than that. Explanation of The quote Kematu, the leader said Alik'r soldiers, if you are on the side of it over Saadia. Lobbed at players who are accused of being
distracted by Sexy. Something you need, are you a miserable wretched? The explanation of the general greeting from the NPC that you managed to royally urinate is usually stealing something from them or killing their friend. The most famous is used by merchant Elrindir if you killed his brother Anoriate
for the Dark Brotherhood. People don't want to be a sword. Do you get to the Cloud Area very often? Oh, what am I saying? Of course you don't. Explanation is a common quote from Nazim. Considered especially a grille because the Cloud District is just an area around Dragonsreach which you can not
only get to very easily and have to go several times in the main quest including the first time you visit Whiterun, but can be exactly where you stand when it says it. We are all but maggots, WRITHING in the mud of our OWN CORRUPTION! And Slava Talos! The explanation of One Nord priest named
Heimskr has a very loud way of appreciating the god Talos. This makes it, along with Nazeem, one of the most beloved characters to kill for being annoying. AND LET ME SHOOOOOOOOOW YOU THE POWER OF TALOS STORMCROWN! These Skyrim fashions are getting out of hand. Explanation
On image-sharing sites such as Imgur, this is a typical comment on Scenery Porn photos. Horses are not letting shit about physics◊ because of the wobbly behavior of the mountains. Skyrim is now on ALL! The explanation of Skyrim's repeated appearances at E3 2017 (six years after its appearance)
caused little reaction compared to Resident Evil 4. Remarkably, this was recognized by Bethesda at E3 2018, with them jokingly announcing Skyrim's Very Special Edition for Amazon Alexa, Etch-A-Sketch, Motorola pager, and Samsung smart refrigerator. You wear too much to be able to work. The
explanation you will see is a lot of post at the beginning of the game, especially while trudging to the nearest town with a general store. I'll just create a new character with a fresh style of play... And I'm Stealth Archer again. Explain Skyrim's overhaul of the Stealth system that has been in place since the
series was created, taking it away from almost useless useful stealth levels and polishing it near Game-Breaker levels. At a high level of skill and with the right perks, it becomes difficult for the NPC to detect you at all, which added to the stealth combat enhancements the game brings, making it a
devastating critical class hit. Thus, players trying to create new characters with different styles of play often find themselves drawn back to being Stealth Archers. Examples of memes: ◊ and ◊. Can't travel fast when enemies are nearby. The explanation is a great source of aggravation for players trying to
travel elsewhere, especially since, more often than not, it is caused by Slaughterfish in a nearby creek that the player can't even see to kill. This, or they accidentally collided with a dragon, again. Then I stripped the corpse naked and threw it into the river. Explain the standard ending of any story involving
thugs, Talmore agents, or anyone else the player is struggling. In some cases, it has actually become a custom to deal with dead NPC characters who don't disappear after the murder, as for many, it essentially becomes a funeral. New RUKA TOUCHES BEACON Explanation Picking a Beacon of
Meridian automatically evokes both her search and loud, sudden voice from her, ordering you to go to her temple. The beacon appears in the casually selected boss's chest, making it almost inevitable that you'll unwittingly pick it up in the middle of another, much more important search. This made it
popular with Interrupting Meme. Skyrim Intro Copypasta / Hey, you've finally woken up. You tried to cross the border, didn't you? Went straight into this imperial ambush, just like us, and that thief is there. The explanation for the series's infamous◊ series◊ greentext links the opening game usually begins
as the poster moves somewhere on the carrier or simply closing its eyes, resulting in the aforementioned opening as soon as the poster wakes up/opened its eyes. Naturally, it generates parodies and variations◊. Goddmitt Todd, you did it again. The explanation is Todd Howard, executive producer of
oblivion, Skyrim, and several Fallout games, stereotypically as a cute but superfluous boss on the line by Michael Scott, who desperately wants you to buy a few copies of Skyrim/Fallout 4/Fallout 76/any other at all costs, depending on and including threatening you at gunpoint, putting you in the game, or
camouflaging Bethesda Games as another game. Frost Troll.Explanation Way to High Hrothgar has on it the Beef Gate frost troll, which can very easily kill a low-level character. You have to go to High Hrothgar to promote the main quests, and are told to go there very early in the main questline, so this
can lead to a Hurting cycle where the troll kills you over and over again, making it become a bit of memetic badass among the fandom. Insert skills 100.Explanation It is popular to take screenshots of real life news accompanied by relevant skills in the game, hinting that the people involved have leveled
these skills to the max. For example, a man speaks the whole lesbian bar in an orgy: Speech 100. We know. Explantion The Dark Brotherhood questline begins when you kill one of your targets and quickly receive an anonymous letter with the inscription We Know Along with a Black HandPrint. Letters in
other works are often edited into the same message. A quick search... Explanation It is common practice for players to quicksave their game when meeting annoying or rude NPCs so they can kill them without receiving a reward or detailed passage. Skyrim belongs to the Nords! Explanation Is a Common
Battle Cry among scandinavian NPCs. Since most of the characters in the game are nords, expect to hear this a lot. You're going to get a beautiful carpet, cat! Explaining the race is a particular jibe that Hajit will hear a lot. You have committed crimes against Skyrim and its people, what do you say in your
defense? The explanation of what the guards say when you're arrested. Snow-covered for different scenarios tends to show disapproval of something. Wait, I know you... Explanation If you try to talk to a security guard, if you have an active reward in the hold, they will recognize you and say it before trying
to arrest. Sacred Chicken Explanation One of the many quirks of THE game is that if you kill any of the chickens or other livestock in the villages, every citizen in the city will become hostile and attack you with the intention of killing. The reward you get for it is pretty minuscule, which makes their reactions
even more inexplicable. It must have been my imagination... The Explanation of The Sneak Skill has been updated in Skyrim to basically become Artificial Folly: Skill; On high levels of Sneak, it is extremely common for enemies not to detect you, even if you are bombarding them with arrows, leading to
bandits shrugging off arrows sticking out the back of their head as a figment of their imagination. I should never have come here! The explanation is said by every thug who attacks you ever. And most other NPCs are in combat, for that matter. Cuckolding Faendal/SvenExplanation One of the earliest
quests you can do is the resolution of the love triangle between Faendal, Sven, and Camilla in Riverwood. Whichever of the men you help becomes a recruited companion. Question? Camilla is a marriage option, meaning you can help Faendal or Sven get a chance at the woman they love, just swoop in
and steal her from them, all while forcing them to follow you around and serve you. I like your ass/You're lying, Morgan. The explanation of The Popular Parody YouTuber Mans1ay3r's outro begins with a section of his parody video L.A. Noire, which contains this memetic exchange. As the Mans1ay3r
Skyrim and Oblivion Gamer Poop series are extremely popular with TES fans, this meme quickly became associated with Skyrim. Make any joke that comes from Mans1ay3r and someone is guaranteed to quote this exchange in response. Recovery is a perfectly valid school of magic, and don't let
anyone tell you otherwise! An explanation, as Colette Marens, a master of restoration at Winterhold College, will tell you every time you come within The question of the validity of the Restoration is often jokingly taken with a disproportionately seriousness on the part of the fans as a result. What's in
Oblivion is it? The explanation of General Tullius's uncharacteristic reaction to Aldoine's appearance in the intro is relatively popular as a way to express surprise. Elder Scrolls Online: Error transcription Explanation Despite previous games describing Cyrodiil, the heart of the empire and the empire's
native province as a tropical jungle, Oblivion has shown that it is much more moderate. As described in the Obscure Text Many headed Talos, the deity of human origin Talos is said to have changed the Cyrodiil of his current climate as a way to thank the Imperial Legions who served him so well in life.
The knowledge community has largely accepted this explanation. However, when the Internet came out and showed Cyrodiil with the same temperate climate it has in Oblivion, fans scoffed. In the game, Heartland's book cyrodiil added fuel to the fire when it dismissed Cyrodiil's previous description of
being a jungle as a transcription error. Lore fans largely settled on Fanon's explanation that Talos' changes were retroactive, making it such that Syrodil always had a temperate climate. Since then, the transcription error has been used by fans to mock any changes on the internet (which was written and
developed by a bethesda subsidiary instead of the usual Senior Scrolls team) has made knowledge that they don't like. An example of a Reddit discussion here. Do you very often get to the area trail? what I say, of course you don't! Switch to DesktopMobile Version TVTropes is licensed under creative
Commons Attribution-Non-profit-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License. Permits that go beyond this license may be available thestaff@tvtropes.org. thestaff@tvtropes.org.
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